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[109] In the *Inferno*, Dante sees giants, whom he mistakes for towers (XXXI.31), and Satan, whom he mistakes for a windmill (XXXIV.5--7). Translated by Enrique de Villena, that text was in turn to influence Miguel de Cervantes and his Don Quixote, who mistook windmills for giants. This essay discusses such reciprocal literary games between Spain and Italy as partly originating in intensely serious political diplomacy between republican Florence, the Florence of the Primo Popolo, by means of her ambassador, Brunetto Latini, and the imperial candidate in Spain, Alfonso X el Sabio of Castile. The Florentine scholar and diplomat Brunetto Latini was present at the court of Alfonso X in 1260 and then in exile in northern France, before his return to Florence in 1266 or perhaps 1267. A number of scholars have asked whether Brunetto's embassy and exile might have transmitted from Alfonso to Brunetto's student Dante Alighieri a translation of *The Ladder of Mahomet*, a work that has striking parallels to Dante's *La Divina Commedia*. 1 Brunetto's literary activity in Castile and northern France, however, really ought to be considered in terms of a larger body of works than simply *The Ladder of Mahomet*. Through an examination of Brunetto's literary activity, and a study of several important manuscript traditions, it should be possible to suggest at least a textual framework for the question of Arabic-Castilian literary influences on Latini's *Tresor* and Dante's *Commedia*.

In 1260, the *anziani* of the *comune* and popolo of Florence--their [110] republican senate modeled on that of ancient Rome (*senatus populusque romanus*, or SPQR)--chose Brunetto Latini as ambassador to the regal and almost imperial court of Castile. Brunetto had already served his republic in drawing up peace treaties between Florence and Siena and between Florence and Arezzo; fine holograph documents exist of both these treaties. 2 The radical Florentine commune, which had ousted the landowning aristocracy from government in 1250, an event followed by the death of the opposed Ghibelline leader Frederick II in 1251, had at first experienced a decade of great energy and prosperity. Now war clouds were gathering. In 1257, Pisa was treating with Alfonso el Sabio, proposing his election as emperor, in return for his support against Lucca, Florence, and Genoa. That nomination was successful; he was elected at Frankfurt in April 1257, in opposition to the already elected Richard of Cornwall. 3 Brunetto Latini was later to write his account, in his chronicle section of *Li livres dou tresor*: "A division [arose] among the the princes of Germany, for some supported the king and emperor His Highness Alfonso king of Castile and of Spain, [while] others supported the count Richard of Cornwall, brother of the king of England." 4 Ghibelline and aristocrat Farinata degli Uberti, exiled to Siena, was treating with Manfred of Sicily, Frederick's illegitimate son and heir, against Florence. 5 The rival city-states were playing dangerous power games leading up to the disaster that would be the battle of Montaperti. In desperation, Guelf Florence decided to dispatch two statesmen, both of them also poets. They sent Guglielmo Beroardi first to Richard of Cornwall, Alfonso's rival imperial candidate, at Worms, and then to the eight-year-old Conradin, grandchild of Frederick and nephew of Manfred in Bavaria. They sent Brunetto Latini to
Alfonso el Sabio. Florence thus hoped to gain the support of one or all of these imperial candidates against Ghibelline Siena and Manfred of Sicily. 6

Election of Alfonso as emperor was insufficient. The next part of the gamble would be the imperial candidate's coming to Italy at the head of his army, running the gauntlet of the feuding city-states and their factions, to be crowned emperor by the pope in malarial Rome. Alfonso was wise to dally with the idea but not swallow the bait. It is most probable that Latini's instructions as ambassador were to the effect that Florence would aid Alfonso in his coronation journey, if he in turn would wage war against Manfred and Siena. The Guelf republic had turned emperor-maker in desperation. In this it failed. Later the Florentine Guelf bankers were to succeed in colluding with the pope--though they were in exile and under[111] papal interdict for the murder of the Ghibelline abbot Tesoro of Vallombrosa--in making Charles, the count of Provence and Anjou, senator of Rome (June 1265) and then king of Sicily (6 January 1266).

So important was the embassy in Florentine history that Giovanni Villani, in his *Crónica di Firenze*, allotted to it an entire chapter, drawing his narration from archival chancery material, some of which was likely to have been generated by Brunetto Latini himself:

> In that same year, there being such a delay that the electors of the empire out of discord elected two emperors, one party (in which were three of the electors) electing King Alfonso of Spain, and the other party of the electors electing Richard Count of Cornwall and brother of the king of England; and because the realm of Bohemia was in discord, and two of them were made king, each gave their vote to his party. And for many years there was this discord of the two candidates. But the church of Rome more favored Alfonso of Spain, because he could have come with his forces and combatted the pride and control of Manfred; for which reason the Guelfs of Florence sent him ambassadors to persuade him to come, promising him great help if he would favor the Guelf party. And the ambassador was Ser Brunetto Latini, a man of great wisdom and authority; but before he could complete the embassy, the Florentines were defeated at Montaperti, and King Manfred seized control of all Italy, and the power of the party of the church was much diminished, for which reason Alfonso of Spain abandoned the task of the empire and Richard of England did not pursue it. 7

That is the political context of Brunetto Latini's embassy in 1260 to Alfonso el Sabio. There is also a significant literary context that cannot be separated from the political. Brunetto memorialized his embassy to Alfonso in a dream-vision work he wrote, the *Tesoretto*, a poem that was to be a prototype for Dante's dream vision, the *Commedia*. In it Latini gives this account:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lo tesoro comincia,</th>
<th>The <em>Treasure</em> begins,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al tempo ke fiorença</td>
<td>At the time when Florence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fioria e fece frutto</td>
<td>Flourished and bore fruit,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si ch'ell'era del tutto</td>
<td>So that she was of all</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La donna di toscana;</td>
<td>The Lady of Tuscany;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancora che lontana</td>
<td>However, at a distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ne fosse Tuna parte</td>
<td>One faction was exiled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rimossa in altra parte,</td>
<td>Into another region,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queila de' ghibellini.</td>
<td>That of the Ghibellines.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per guerra di vicini,</td>
<td>Because of civil war,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This wise republic
Made me ambassador
To the great king of Spain
Who now is king of Germany
And awaits the crown
If God does not dispute it.
There has not yet below the moon
Been found such a person
Who for noble lineage
Or great baronage
Was more worthy of it
Than this King Alfonso. 8

In the Tesoretto, in a splendid manuscript of the Laurentian library at Florence, we find not only this
text speaking of the political context of that embassy but also a joyous and delicate illumination, in
sanguine, of Brunetto at the court of Alfonso in Spain. We can approximately date that embassy from
archival material, for Brunetto was deeply involved in the preparations for war, as shown in the 1260
Libro di Montaperti, some pages of which are in Brunetto's hand. His dates there are 26 February, then
20, 22, 23, and 24 July. 9 Alfonso's court was at Seville on 27 July, moving to Córdoba on 20
September. The actual battle of Montaperti itself took place on 4 September of that year. Thus, we can
even place the embassy (and the Tesoretto text and illumination of it) in the magnificent Moorish "Hall
of the Ambassadors" of the Alcazar of Seville.

It was customary for ambassadors to be cultured and capable of writing and exchanging poetry and
prose. Up until this time, Brunetto seems to have been well acquainted with texts from the axis of
Rome--of Cicero, Sallust, Lucan, and Livy--texts concerning the civil war and the republic and
concerning the loss of civil liberties with the coming of the Caesars. His translations of speeches made
by Cicero, Cato, and Catiline survive in the cancelleresca script and are found in collections of
chancery letters begun by Frederick's chancellor Pier delle Vigne, continuing through the Florentine
republic's chancellor Leonardo Bruni Aretino. 10 It was in Spain that Brunetto likely first truly
encountered the Greco-Arabic axis of learning and acquired translations of Aristotle's Ethics and
Politics made there as well as the Alfraganus-Ptolemy Almagest. He was to translate these into French
as Li livres dou tresor and later into Italian as Il tesoro., in the latter case using the Ghibelline and
Sicilian-endorsed translation of the Nicomachean Ethics. 11 He would later teach these texts to Dante,
who would eventually use them for the structuring of his own great poem.

Islamic Toledo had fallen to the Christian King Alfonso VI in 1085. [113] Spain at that time
couraged pluralism; the thirteenth-century kings Fernando III and Alfonso X of Castile retained
something of the style of their forebear Alfonso VI, who was called "king of the three religions." To
this day, Toledo is a city of mosque, synagogue, and church buildings. Toledo, and Seville after its
conquest in turn from the Arabs in 1248, became centers for translations from the Arabic of Islamic and
Greek materials into Latin and the Romance languages. The intermediaries for these translations were
often Jewish alfaguines or physician-savants (the hakim). The final form was usually shaped by
foreigners at the court, who included Gerard of Cremona for the Almagest of Alfraganus, Hermann the
German for the Ethics of Aristotle, and Bona venture of Siena for the Ladder of Mahomet. 12 Though it
is quite probable, as Walter Goetz and Francis Carmody have argued, 13 that Brunetto did not stay in
Toledo, he would have been at Alfonso's peripatetic court in either Seville or Córdoba, or both; and he
would have encountered Alfonso's translators and seen his chancery at work there, a process of abiding
interest to the man who (according to Demetrio Marzi) was Florence's first chancellor. 14 Alfonso's
court would also have given Brunetto a pluralistic parallel to the court of Frederick in Sicily. Although
hated by freedom-loving Guelfs, Frederick's chancery was also their model, Brunetto copying out the letters of Frederick's chancellor Pier delle Vigne, in order to appropriate that Ghibelline style for Guelf uses. 15

In encountering Aristotle, the Guelf republican who so consciously modeled his own style upon that of Cicero found the literary means to balance these differences in power structures. Alfonso was himself involved with the text of Aristotle's *Politics* at the time, and he probably talked to Brunetto of that work. 16 Cicero was the staunch Roman republican; Aristotle was the democratic Athenian tutor to the imperial Macedonian Alexander, and Brunetto learned how to compromise, to harmonize these opposites. Both Cicero and Aristotle were now to be Latini's literary and political role models. We find later manuscripts of the *Rettorica* showing, within the two curves of the letter S, the two portraits of the Roman Cicero and the Florentine Brunetto. 17 We likewise find, in manuscripts of the *Tresor*; in its different partidas, portraits both of Brunetto teaching his students and of Aristotle. In these, Aristotle may even be garbed as an Arab complete with turban, seated upon a mosque floor, reading from a text in Arabic, and teaching it to his students; Alexander may be shown playing his schoolboy jest of having Aristotle ridden by the beautiful, golden-haired, red-garbed Phyllis about the castle courtyard, while the laughing young prince looks down upon them both. 18

[114] In Dante's case, exile was to mean the writing of a masterpiece. His teacher preceded him. In the *Tesoretto* (11. 143-62), Brunetto tells how he learned of his own exile. News traveled slowly in the Middle Ages. As he was making his way home from his failed embassy, he met a student from Bologna in the pass of Roncesvalles who gave him the news:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venendo per la valle</th>
<th>Coming through the valley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Del piano di roncisvalle,</td>
<td>Of the plain of Roncesvalles,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incontrai un scolaio</td>
<td>I met a scholar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sour un muletto baio,</td>
<td>Upon a bay mule,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Che venia da bolongnia,</td>
<td>Who was coming from Bologna,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E sanca dir mensogna</td>
<td>And, without telling lies,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molt'era savio e prode:</td>
<td>He was very wise and brave:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma lascio star le lode:</td>
<td>But I leave behind the praises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Che sarebbero assai.</td>
<td>That would be great indeed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E io'l pur domandai</td>
<td>And I also asked him</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novelle di toscana</td>
<td>For news of Tuscany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In dolce lingua e piana;</td>
<td>In the sweet and clear tongue;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed e' cortesemente</td>
<td>And he courteously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mi disse immanente</td>
<td>Told me immediately</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Che guelfi di fiorença</td>
<td>That the Guelfs of Florence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per mala provedença</td>
<td>Through ill fortune</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E per força di guerra,</td>
<td>And through the force of war,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Era finió de la terra,</td>
<td>Were exiled from that land,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E'l dannaggio era forte</td>
<td>And the penalty was great</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di pregione e di morte.</td>
<td>Of imprisonment and death.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

That setting of the opening of the *Tesoretto's* dream vision in the valley of Roncesvalles echoes back to the *Chanson de Roland* and forward to the opening of Dante's *Commedia* where that poet, likewise deeply sorrowing, would enter a dream-vision landscape and where later, deep in hell, he would hear Roland's horn reverberate intertextually with visions of dwarfs, giants, and windmills, intertextually reflecting back to John of Salisbury and forward to Miguel de Cervantes.
There is a letter from Brunetto's father, who was similarly a notary, which begins: "Bonaccorsus Latinus of Florence to his beloved son Brulectus, notary, now at the court of the most excellent lord Alfonso, king of he Romans and of Spain, sent by the commune of Florence, greetings and oving paternal affection." The text goes on to speak of the tears that wet and stain the pages of the letter, on the part of both writer and reader. It next narrates the account of the battle of Montaperti on Saturday, 4 September, describing how the Guelf Florentines were now under papal protection in Lucca and how exile had been proclaimed against Brunetto and others: "putting you and other Guelfs and supporters under perpetual banishment." 19 Brunetto's brother Latinus Bonaccursi, later to be a banker and at this time possibly a student at Bologna, brought the letter from Lucca.

In the dream vision of the poem--part fantasy and part fact, as was also to be the case with Dante's *Commedia*--Brunetto then describes himself, deeply sorrowing, making his way to France. The text specifically mentions Montpellier. We also know of his presence in Arras, Paris, and Bar-sur-Aube from important holograph documents (one now in the Vatican, the other in Westminster Abbey), which he wrote for the Florentine Guelf government-in-exile. These letters involve negotiations with the papacy, in which the Florentine banking families raised funds by means of the crusade tithe, to pay Charles of Anjou to fight against Manfred of Sicily. 21

Because the Florentines despaired of Alfonso's help, they had selected as their champion Charles of Anjou, brother of King Louis IX of France. But they had doubts about Anjou's ability to understand their republican form of government. To make this lesson very clear, Brunetto set to work to write in French a book whose first part contained an encyclopedic history and geography of the world (including a bestiary), whose second part translated Aristotle's *Nicomachean Ethics* as well as treating of vices and virtues, and whose third part discussed the use of Ciceronian rhetoric in a republican city-state or commune. The book concluded with a "politics" section, a complete account of how a commune elected its chief executive or Podesta, who would take the oath to protect its liberties. It is in this final section that Latini gives the letter to Charles of Anjou inviting him to be senator of Rome, and to swear upon Rome's Capitoline Hill to uphold the constitution and freedom of Rome's republic. It is clear that Latini in the *Tresor* was taking from Alfonso el Sabio the "treasure" of wisdom, Aristotle's *Ethics*, and was attempting to transmit this material to Charles of Anjou, to educate him as Aristotle had educated Alexander. At the same time, Arnolfo di Cambio, architect of Florence's communal Palazzo Vecchio, sculpted the statue of Charles of Anjou as a Roman senator in a toga, constitution in hand, for placement on the Capitoline. 22 Alfonso was envisioned as a Greco-Arabic, democratic philosopher-king; Charles was cast in the role of a Roman republican senator. The material acquired from the one was given to the other.

The literary manuscripts underscore what the political documents have also demonstrated: that Brunetto Latini was in Arras first and then Paris. He would have traveled to the great fair in Champagne at Bar-sur-Aube, where Florentine bankers arranged for major financial transfers, especially the payments to Lucca for its protection of exiled Guelfs residing in its San Frediano district. 23 Many of the *Tresor* manuscripts are in the Picard dialect of the Arras region--the Artois and Picardy mentioned by Chaucer in connection with his *Canterbury Tales* Squire, a region that had strong associations with both England and the great Florentine bankers. The *Tresor* is widely dispersed throughout Europe; copies are found in the Vatican, El Escorial, Leningrad, Oxford, Arras, Brussels, Paris, Naples, and elsewhere. 24 (These are all cities with which the Florentine bankers had dealings.) The first version is a diplomatic presentation text, written for Charles of Anjou. But Brunetto was able to make generic copies of the *Tresor* and present them also to other major figures the Florentines wished to influence and impress, such as Alfonso el Sabio.

Among other texts Brunetto wrote was the *Tesoretto*. When first editing it, I believed that the dedication was not to a monarch but a friend. There is a charming joking quality (*scherzo* rather than...
to Brunetto's texts, especially in those aspects dealing with his relationships and interactions within the texts to his readers. I now realize, from reading more widely amongst Latini's manuscripts, that his dedications were to monarchs as friends, and also to other friends as individuals whom he could educate and to whom he could dedicate his books in the same manner as he did to monarchs, both addressed with _tu_ as his equals. He envisioned the Republic of Letters as a place of laughter combined with wisdom. Besides the Arabic learning Brunetto acquired at Alfonso's court, the _Tesoretto_ text also shows the influence of the _Roman de la Rose_, which originated in the Lorris-Meung region to the southwest of Champagne's Troyes and Bar-sur-Aube. He wrote his books on the models of both Cicero and Aristotle, for his commune, for rich bankers, for counts, for kings, for emperors, for popes. Given this evidence, it is now clear that the _Tesoretto_ or "little treasure" was originally written as a charming and witty diplomatic thank-you letter to Alfonso el Sabio, perhaps prefacing a translation into French or Italian of the Alfraganius-Ptolemy _Almagest_ or of the entire _Tresor_ (the dream vision breaks off just as Ptolemy is about to narrate to Latini all of his wisdom). 25 The _Tesoretto_ is preface to another text, some manuscripts stating that it is the _Tesoro maggiore_ or "greater treasure." There is a reference to a _Tesoretto_ having been in the library of the Marqués de Santillana, though it no longer seems to exist in that collection. 26 We know of seven [117]teen manuscripts of the _Tesoretto_, most of them in Italy. One is in Krakow, one at Cornell, and one in Paris, but none today is in Spain; three are bound with Dante's _Commedia_. 27

Another Latini text that made its way to Alfonso el Sabio is a splendid translation into Italian of Aristotle's _Ethics_. In this instance, it is not the translation of the text from Spain by Hermann the German; instead it translates the text from Sicily by Taddeo d'Alderotti in Bologna. 28 Its exemplar may be the manuscript in chancery script written on a thirteenth-century legal palimpsest at Yale (Marston 28); the Biblioteca Nacional manuscript (10124) in Madrid is written in the Bolognan _libraria_ script we see in other contemporary Brunetto Latini manuscripts from his workshops in France and in Italy. The first translation of Aristotle made by Latini was acquired from Alfonso, then given to Charles of Anjou. This second translation is the official Ghibelline version of Aristotle, now subverted and taken over by the Guelf writer, for it was first authorized to be taught at the University of Bologna by Frederick II's Pier delle Vigne and then sent by Manfred of Sicily to the University of Paris to be its authorized text. 29 (An error has crept into scholarship that the _Tesoro_ simply copied an _Ethics_ that Taddeo had already translated into Italian; Taddeo's version is in Latin.) We can tell from the manuscripts of the texts in Paris that Brunetto had access to both translations while in exile in France. 30 He had earlier made use of the official Ghibelline style, imitating and mocking it in his letter sent by the commune of Florence to the commune of Pavia on the occasion of the murder of Abbot Tesoro of Vallombrosa. 31 Many years later, Dante was to comment that Taddeo's version left much to be desired. 32 Is one hearing him repeat a lecture comment made by his teacher, the translator of the text into Italian, and from this does one assume that Latini preferred the text from Spain by Hermann the German to the text at Bologna by Taddeo d'Alderotti? This may well be the case.

In return for these manuscripts, Alfonso el Sabio may have sent to Brunetto Latini (or to the Florentine bankers whom he represented-- Florence's Guelf government-in-exile, allies of the pope, and recognized king- and emperor-makers) the splendid _Cantigas de Santa Maria_ now in the Biblioteca Nazionale. 33 If so, it was probably a suggestion to them that he would appreciate their further support for his imperial coronation. Already elected in 1257, Alfonso had written to the pope in 1264, making that request. 34 But Bishop García di Silves, carrying that message for the second time, was murdered by the Florentine Ghibelline Rinier dei Pazzi in December 1267. For that violence, Dante would memorialize him in the [118] _Inferno_ as "Rinier Pazzo, who made such war on the roads" (XII.137: _A Rinier Pazzo, chefeceoro alie strode tanta guerra_). The Guelfs had been under ecclesiastical interdict from 1258 to 1266 for their murder of Abbot Tesoro of Vallombrosa, a murder used as a "just war" excuse for the battle of Montaperti by the Florentine Ghibellines-in-exile under Farinata and the
Sienese commune. Now the Ghibellines, in turn, were placed under an interdict; their murder of a bishop acting as emissary of a king-who-was-almost-emperor canceled out the murder of a treacherous abbot, in this chess game of the politics of violence. But it is clear that neither Guelf nor Ghibelline much desired continuing Alfonso's candidacy. Instructions to Brunetto appear to have been to maintain friendly and literary contact with the Castilian king; actual monetary support was to be for Charles of Provence and Anjou, not as emperor but as senator of Rome, king of Sicily and Jerusalem, and imperial vicar of Tuscany. Neither the popes nor Florence wanted more emperors, after Frederick II.

The splendid French Tresor, now in the Escorial, is a second-redaction manuscript, containing the chronicle's continuation through the defeat of Conrading at Tagliacozzo by Charles of Anjou. It is interesting that the section on vices and virtues is much annotated in Latin in its margins, possibly by Brunetto for Alfonso. But the manuscripts that proliferate in Castilian translations are first-redaction manuscripts, concluding with Brunetto Latini's exile because of the Montaperti defeat; this may indicate the presence formerly of an earlier first-redaction Tresor in Seville. 35

After the battle of Benevento on 26 February 1266, it became rather clear to the Florentines that Charles, now senator of Rome and king of Sicily, had no intention of reading or upholding the principles of Aristotelian and Ciceronian government presented to him by Brunetto Latini in Li livres dou tresor. Brunetto served as protonotary to Jean Britaud, Charles's vicar in Tuscany, but only for a brief period from 1267 (after his return from Paris) to 1269 or possibly 1270. Then there is a strange silence. One wonders where he was. Brunetto wrote no new literary texts during this period, other than to update the chronicle sections of the French and Italian versions of the Tresor I Tesoro. Archival documents in Bologna refer to him twice in connection with family members and bank loans in 1270. 36 He was noted as absent, or his Florentine residency as in the past tense, in two documents of 1275 and 1280. He was mentioned once in 1282 at a council meeting of the Capitani, just after the institution of the priorate. 37 From that time on, he was enormously active in Florentine affairs, constantly mentioned in council meetings and involved in diplomacy from 1283 fol-[119] lowing the Sicilian Vespers (Charles of Anjou dying in 1285) until June 1292, and acting as prior in 1287. His speeches deal with constitutional matters and diplomacy, with liberty and the freeing of slaves, and with political prisoners. They have about them the flavor of both Aristotle and Cicero. 38 The minutes for these meetings refer to Brunetto as the wise man. He had begun his political career in 1254 as the notary for the Senate or anziani of Florence's Primo Popolo government. He was now the distinguished senior statesman of the Secondo Popolo. He is discussed as such at his death, again receiving an entire chapter in Giovanni Villani's Chronicle, as well as a vita in Filippo Villani's Lives of Illustrious Florentines. 39

During this last part of Brunetto's life, new versions of Li livres dou tresor appear, translated into Italian as the Tesoro with historically updated material in chronicle style, through the reign of Charles of Anjou, including the Sicilian Vespers. These versions were earlier thought to have been done by Bono Giamboni and to be Ghibelline, not Guelf. One late paper manuscript has the translation ascribed to Bono Giamboni; the early manuscripts and the first printed edition clearly state they are by Brunetto Latini. Nor should the weather-vane political shift be so polarized. Brunetto was not only a legal colleague of Bono Giamboni but a friend. Even in the worst moments of exile, Brunetto made a point of writing poetry that included Ghibelline with Guelf. His poem Il favolello on friendship, for example, was dedicated to the Ghibelline Rustichio di Filippo, who wrote tenzoni concerning Charles of Anjou; it also mentions and praises the Guelf poet Palamidesse Belindoti, member of the banking family named in a Westminster Abbey document concerning payment of the tithe by England toward Charles of Anjou's expenses. This capacity to see both sides was typical of Brunetto, who also wrote Il fiore dei filosafi, a tenzone between Cicero and Cato, whose authorship he claims in the preface to the Orazioni. Brunetto's circle of poet friends, both Ghibelline and Guelf, wrote increasingly skillful and witty tenzoni about and against Charles of Anjou. 40 It is clear that Brunetto was capable of becoming
extremely critical of Charles; it is even possible that he took part in the Sicilian Vespers against him. 41 The _Tresor_ texts that Michele Amari edited in _Altre narrazione_ exist in a milder version (of which there are several manuscript copies, including the Ambrosian library's G 75 sup.). It also survives in a more extreme version (Maglia-bechian MS VIII, 1375), consisting of narration interspersed with diplomatic letters concerning the event, including the pope's letter criticizing Charles of Anjou for bad government of his kingdom. 42 The assumption that these chronicle additions to the Italian _Tresor_ are Ghibelline is not valid. They are part of Guelf political propaganda, now turned against their former patron who had so bitterly disappointed them. Giovanni Villani is to repeat their material in his Guelf _Crónica_.

These _Tesoro_ continuations are of great interest, since not a few of them chronicle the secret cloak-and-dagger diplomacy between the pope, the Byzantine emperor Michael Palaeologus, and King Peter of Aragón through the intermediaries Gianni di Procita and a northern Italian called Accardo Latino; disguised as Franciscans, these agents travel between three rulers and instigate the Sicilian Vespers against Charles of Anjou. 43 These various accounts come replete with secret diplomatic documents. These can be partly retrieved in the Vatican Secret Archives, which mention the embassy and stress the importance of knowing Greek for this purpose. 44 Such documents can also be retrieved in Spanish archival materials, in which letters are found by Gianni di Procita and others to Alfonso el Sabio, explaining that King Peter is unable to aid Alfonso in his campaign against his sons, due to preparations for the invasion of Sicily. 45 Interestingly, this facility in Greek was not in the Renaissance but in the Middle Ages. Brunetto's knowledge of Greek, acquired partly in Arabic Spain, perhaps partly even at Constantinople itself, was greater than Dante's.

If these _Tesoro_ continuations represent Brunetto Latini's own thinly disguised "Foggy Bottom" or State Department memoirs, as I suspect, they go far to explain the presence of his manuscripts not only in Castile but also in Aragón. Translated into Catalan and Aragonese, they can be found in Barcelona and Gerona. 46 Again, these are texts designed to teach kings good government and either are the complete _Tesoro_ or give its third part, the "rhetoric" section of that text. In one instance, that text is actually bound with an Aragonese chronicle account of the Sicilian Vespers, though the document is admittedly late. 47 After the partial failure of the Vespers revolt and the ensuing deaths of kings Peter and Charles, the kingdoms of Naples and Aragón cultivated close ties, the Aragonese court educating the Angevin King Robert of Naples during his imprisonment by them in Catalonia from 1288 and arranging his marriage in 1297 to Violante, the daughter of King Peter of Aragón and Constance of Swabia. One of Brunetto's sons was later ambassador to King Robert in 1314; another was associated with his court. It appears that Brunetto and the Guelf Bonaccorsi banking family and associates, while continuing to maintain friendly relations with Alfonso of Castile, next backed Charles of Anjou, then turned against him and plotted with Peter of Aragon, and that they finally worked to reconcile the Aragonese and Angevin crowns.

[121] The reigns of both Alfonso and Charles ended in disaster. Alfonso's brother betrayed him, then Alfonso's own sons warred against their father. Pressed for money, Alfonso destroyed the delicate interracial relations in his kingdom by his use of Jews as tax gatherers. The Sicilians likewise finally rose in revolt against overtaxation, in this case against the tithe for Charles's crusades, first with his brother King Saint Louis in the disaster at Tunis and then in Charles's own preparations to capture Constantinople. Had the Florentine bankers aided Alfonso financially instead of Charles, perhaps Spain could have maintained its culturally diverse richness. We know that the pope eventually permitted Alfonso to keep the crusade tithe for his own Spanish wars, supposedly against Muslims. 48 Certainly the Florentines, through the manuscripts Brunetto acquired when on embassy to Alfonso el Sabio, were able to commence a magnificent tradition which combined the praxis of politics and its theory in philosophy. Brunetto's manuscripts, conveying that material, were used as diplomatic
presentation volumes in the thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries throughout Europe. These manuscripts failed to have much of an impact on Charles of Anjou, to whom Florence gave so generously (of others' money); in their own right and in Dante's use of them, however, they reached audiences everywhere, and they especially influenced both Castile and Aragón.

One Tesoro manuscript especially needs to be noted. Written in 1287, it is a fine early text. Only the fact that it is mutilated, lacking its beginning and ending, has led to its neglect by scholars other than Helene Wieruszowski. The manuscript is of special interest because it contains Brunetto's Sommetta, formulae for notaries in letters between important dignitaries. It includes a form for the pope to use in writing to Alfonso el Sabio: "Bishop Gregory, servant of the servants of God, to the illustrious and beloved dear son, Alfonso king of Castile." Following that formula is the mode of address to King James of Aragon, King Peter having died in a fall from his horse. The text also gives Aristotle's Ethics and Brunetto's Politica--his material on how a city-state, the comune, elects the podesta, who swears to protect its constitution. The text was probably dictated by Brunetto, in his customary manner, to a chancery apprentice. In 1287, when Dante Alighieri was twenty years old, Brunetto was shortly to be prior of Florence and was involved diplomatically with Archbishop Ruggieri and Count Ugolino of Pisa; the formulary includes the manner of address between the pope and Archbishop Ruggieri. Roberto Weiss has discussed the relationship between poetry and chancery later in the Renaissance. I believe this relation is also here, first with the model established by the imperial Ghibelline Pier delle Vigne in Sicily, then in Florence with Guelf republican Brunetto Latini. Verona has a fine Tresor manuscript that was a diplomatic presentation copy to a doge of Venice; it is possible that Dante was instrumental in obtaining that manuscript and intended to make use of it diplomatically. Indeed, Latini manuscripts in both French and Italian, including Bergamese, are scattered throughout this region of Italy--in Milan, Ferrara, Verona, Bergamo, Brescia, Venice, and San Daniele del Friuli. Other copies are more predictably in Florence, Rome, Naples, and Palermo. Brunetto's texts, acquired partly from Spain, thus had a far-reaching influence.

Probably because of Alfonso's approval of them, these texts also had a tremendous impact upon Castilian Spain. In this instance, Spanish material, or Greco-Arabic material deriving from Spain, was returning to her in Brunetto's French and Italian translations. The French Tresor and the Italian Ethics are in the Biblioteca Escorial (L.II.3) and in the Madrid Biblioteca Nacional (10124). These are contemporary productions; in Madrid's Biblioteca del Palacio, the Italian Tesoro (11,857) is later, dated 1333 ("This book is called the greater treasure, which was composed by Ser Brunecto Latini of Florence; he wrote [it] in the year 1333"). Translations of these texts were made into Castilian as well as Aragonese and Catalan, as noted earlier. These proliferated throughout Spain; today there is one manuscript in Seville, four at Salamanca (which did not originate there), six at Madrid, and one at El Escorial; there may well be more. One translation of the Tresor was made perhaps by Alfonso el Sabio, according to Ferreiro Alemparte. Manuscripts of the Academia de la Lengua (209, XV), Biblioteca del Palacio (II,3011), Biblioteca Nacional (3380), and Salamanca University (1811 and 1697) make that attribution. The supposed authorship of the French Tresor in the Escorial (e.III.8) as by Alfonso X likewise indicates this. Alfonso's son Sancho commissioned a translation by Alfonso de Paredes, the physician tutor (alfarquï) of his own son Fernando; these manuscripts are centered on Seville. Besides the direct presence of Brunetto's texts and translations in Spain, there is also the indirect presence of his work and teaching through the text of Dante's Commedia, as translated by the alchemist nobleman Enrique de Villena.

It was Alfonso el Sabio and his work, especially his Aristotelian legal writings in the Castilian vernaculars and his Marian poetry in Galician, which probably gave Brunetto Latini the model for his own writings in the vernacular. These were first in Picard French (in order to educate Charles of Anjou in Aristotelian democracy and in Ciceronian republicanism, and thereby protect Florence's
communal liberties) and then by translation into his own Italian. That Alfonsine model of the production of books both in texts and miniatures, observed by Brunetto at Alfonso's court, was to be transmitted in turn to the young Dante Alighieri and would result in Dante's *Commedia*. All three men knew how to organize a workshop for the production of books, one that doubled as a chancery for the production of diplomatic letters of state. Brunetto also transmitted the Islamic literary model of teacher and student; this could involve father and son, as when Aristotle wrote his *Nicomachean Ethics* for his child. We see the model in Petras Alfonsi's writings, where a converted Spanish Jew used the Arabic teaching model in order to convey Islamic learning to the Latin Christian world. That is likewise Brunetto's model, in which a master dictates his lectures to his students ("and then the master said") as in the *Tresor* and the *Tesoro*. That was to be in turn Dante's model, with Virgil as fatherly schoolmaster and Dante as schoolboy. In Dante's encounter with Brunetto (*Inferno*, XV) the text evokes Cicero by the references to Catiline and Fiesole, and Aristotle by the hail of flames from the *Roman d'Alexandre*. And the student looking down upon the master--Dante clothed and dignified, Latini naked and ridiculed--echoes the young Alexander looking down upon Aristotle. 58 We remember that Aristotle's *Ethics* is prefatory to his *Politics*; Brunetto's use of Aristotle is similarly prefatory to centuries of Florentine politics.

It is an intriguing hypothesis that Brunetto Latini's diplomatic exchange of manuscripts with Alfonso el Sabio--including his account in the final partida of the *Tresor* of the election of a city governor as podestà to be above corruption--may have shaped in turn Cervantes's presentation of Sancho Panza's ideal governorship of the island. This in turn may have shaped Gonzalo's moving speech in Shakespeare's *Tempest*, and explain why the names there are Spanish rather than the expected Italian. The dream and the reality of these fictional and factual texts, if we can keep translating them into modern idiom, not only shaped the past but may also give us models of constitutional electoral government--a *tesoro* or *tresor*--for the future.
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